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Abstract: - This paper gives an idea for clustering analysis of data by strengthen the algorithm of K-

means clustering. The capability is to detect the progress of company’s performance is an important 

issue to a company in order for its growth. In all the Big data plays a key role for the research. Big data 

mining the process of finding important for the huge data store house. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Big data mining [1] refers to the use of facts from big data source by using different tools in order to solve the real time 

problems that include handling management, or well-organized research processing, financial deliverance making export and 

medical exploration. the usual use of data mining can increase the development in the information sector as well as providing ease 

to the social cause. 

  In today’s [2] advanced age, cloud storage, big data, cloud computing had become so well liked and chief notion that had 

given rise to use of internet, mobile internet, internet of things and all together the demand of network transmission has increased at 

an alarming rate. 

 Clustering [3] is the breaking up of data into the distinguishable groups. representing the data to fewer bunches as a 

consequence loses the certain fine characteristic, but attain elucidate data modelling puts clustering in a historical vista rooted to 

statistics, mathematics, and arithmetical analysis. 

 A major issue [7] of using the k-means clump algorithm in big data mining is the choice of variables. with the assist of big 

data mining methods, such as clustering algorithm. it is possible to discover the key characteristics. 

 

II.OVERVIEW: BASIC CONCEPTS 

A. Development of K-means clustering algorithm: 

 The term k-means was [4] discovered by James Macqueen in 1967, though the idea late earlier goes to 1957 according to him: 

“the activity which is [5] called “k-means”, provides to give separation which are excusably important in the sense of within-class 

variance, endorse to some extent by arithmetical analysis and empirical experience, also the k-means course of action is simply 
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programmed and is reckoning inexpensive, so that it is viable to process very huge samples in digital computer.” and the other is 

addition to idea which is summarized to establishment part of his work interest of using k-means, 

 “K-means algorithm is the one of the initial algorithms that is used by a data analyst to go into investigate a new data set 

because it is unique simple and gives “correct enough” answers over a broad variety of data sets”. 

 The k-means algorithm provides an uncomplex procedure to implement imprecise solution. the reason for the vogue of k-

means is the effortlessness and clarity of application, ascendable, speed of conversions and flexible to scanty data. the k-means 

algorithm is the most frequently used partitioning clustering algorithm because it can be simply implemented and is the most well 

organized one in terms of the executable time. the crucial trouble with the algorithm is that it is responsive to the choice of the 

opening partition and may intersect to neighboring optima.      

a) Basic k-means algorithm 

                    

Figure: K-means Algorithm 

 

 

b) Limitations of K-means. 

i. It is reckoning high-priced and requires a time comparable to the article of the number of data objects, number of clusters 

and the number of replications. 

ii. The grade of the resulting bunch laboriously depends on the choice of distinctive centroids which causes it intersect at local 

optimum. 

iii. Empty cluster problem which occur to defined fixed clump in staring of the algorithm. 
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B. Big Data Mining: 

The first [1] conference on knowledge Discovery and Data mining (KDD) was held in Canada in the year 1995, that was 

publicly disseminated before thus a large amount of experimentation was done by using machine learning and database technology 

for the finding of knowledge. 

The conference of KDD was held at United States in Detroit for the first time to find out the information about databases.  

The process of KDD is widely categorized as of the following stages 

1.Selection 

2.Prior-processing. 

3.Modefication. 

4.Data Mining. 

5.Assesment. 

 The overall objective of the data mining procedure is to extract facts from a data set and modify it into an understandable form 

for further use. 

 

C. Clustering Analysis: 

The action of collecting a set [2] of corporal or abstract objects into classification of the same objects is called Clustering. 

A cluster is a collection of the data objects which are alike to one another within the identical of cluster and is distinguishable to that 

of the objects in another clusters. 

Cluster analysis can [3] be the strong data-mining tool which the company that needs to identify distinct groups of 

consumers, disposal transactions, or the other types of behaviors and objects. For example, Insurance providers use cluster 

analysis to perceive fraudulent assert, and banks use it for solvency scoring. 

In the other words, the cluster analysis simply find out the formation in the data without the sense why they exist. We share out with 

the clustering in almost every facet of our daily life. For example, a group of individuals sharing a unique table in the restaurant may 

be viewed as a cluster of the people. A good clustering procedure will generate the towering standard of clusters that the Intra-class 

(that is intra-cluster) resemblance is lofty, the standard of clustering result also depends on the both likeness measure used by the 

technique and implementation of the class of a clustering procedure is also measured by its potential to locate some or all of the 

secret design.  

In general, the major clustering technique can be classified into the following categories partitioning system, Hierarchical 

methods. Denseness-based methods. Gauze-based methods. Replica-based methods. 

 

III.LITERATURE SURVEY 

Abdi et al. [1] have proposed the Customer behavior support on Data mining methods on a telecom company and also have 

develop very well two stage framework which includes customer churn diagnosis and portfolio analysis. Customer segmentation 
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was firstly, done by K-means algorithm and the second stage class techniques contained socio-demographic selections based on 

customer attractiveness through level of prediction. And final phase, Customer churn behavior and customer attractiveness with this 

different tactic of CRM have been well performed. The applications will provide better analysis behavior of current, future and past 

customer. Their suggested framework will simply implement CRM system successfully and also help managers. 

Yadav et al [2] have propose the three different algorithms they simply reduce the drawbacks of k-means algorithm and 

maximize the efficiency, speed of k-mean algorithm and also ultimately best result of clusters. The disadvantage reduce of first 

algorithm of k in advance practically is very difficult, furthermore, second algorithm efficiently reduces dead unit problems and 

minimize computational complexity and also third algorithm with two ease data structure will be used to store information and 

reduce very well time complexity. The great work of their work shows result of third algorithm simply store information through 

use of data structure. additionally, reduce time complexity of first algorithm and the result is best solution always. 

Oyelade, et al [3] have suggesting the implementation of k-mean clustering algorithm for the analyzing student’s data result 

and deterministic model was integrated to analyze students result very well. In short, clustering algorithm provides better benchmark 

in higher academics and look after the students. Decision making was improving also monitor students through academic planners 

and performance improving semester by semester on academic results. 

Singh et al [4] have proposed the comparison analysis of enhanced k-Means clustering algorithm and the k-Means clustering 

algorithm with which improving k-Means algorithm much efficient and effective than the k-Means basic algorithm. Therefore, also 

their work had pointed out a drawback of k-Means method which having a better solution but having much more computational 

complexity. In enhanced algorithm of k-Means limitation is still present in empty cluster problem and fixed number of the clusters. 

Chen et al [5] have proposed the sort of weighted k-means algorithm and can be used for cluster texts which actually based 

on k-means algorithm. The irrelevant effects of the attributes can be reduced and contemplate explication in texts. It is revealing that 

weighted k-means algorithm is always better effective than the k-means algorithm when usages in group texts. Further-more there 

are basically several values weight index lambda through the effectiveness of clustering are analyzed. 

Ali et al [6] have suggesting that the clustering in image processing and data mining. In their analysis clustering algorithm 

has select for k- means algorithm. This paper focus on the implementation and also on the algorithm very well how to use in patter 

recognition and data mining applications. With which briefly studying the different applications of these both methods data mining 

and clustering will provide trusted result and the segmentation result while used in the pattern recognition and also provide better 

results furthermore, proved in both state efficient algorithm. 

Deng et al [7] have proposed that the task scheduling efficient strategy which actually based on ancient work of the scientific 

workflows and efficient for cooperative cloud environment. There are actually three dependencies types in the datasets and 

elaborated previous k-means data strategy and also with task scheduling mainly focus on distributing datasets input into several data 

centers and placed as well as related tasks together very well. In short, proposed strategy can improve very much effectively 

workflow performance and also while for minimize final volume across data centers through data transfer. 
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Zhexue et al [8] have proposed the k-means clustering type algorithm that can compute variable weights automatically. 

Also new step for k-means clustering was introduced and also replication variable weights updates of present segment of data and 

also the formula for weight calculation has been suggested. The new process for clustering was convergence theorem. The algorithms 

produce the variable weights and for variables measures the requirement of variables in grouping, Variable section can be usually 

used in data mining applications where complicated and big data mostly involved. The real data and the synthetic of experimental 

results have shown the latest outperformed algorithm-means algorithm type in recovering grouping in data. 

IV.CONCLUSION 

The different paper’s regarding the clustering and its applications were studied and analyzed, and it was found that that 

how we can enhance different clustering algorithms in order to generate a result of maximum output. Though there are different 

clustering algorithms that allow a researcher to study in depth different about clustering few of them were briefly studied. The 

concept of Clustering has become a vide topic for researchers to study about, as k-means clustering algorithm is also used for distinct 

number of research areas where we can implement the concept to extract the information. In future we can also implement it into a 

company where we can analyze the company’s data to predict the overall growth of a company. 
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